AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ANG)
Military Personnel Appropriation (MPA)
Announcement

Please submit application to Maj Kalen Stoddard, kalen.e.stoddard.mil@mail.mil

If unable to encrypt or the application is over 4MB, please forward via https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/to the above address

---

**ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER:** 2019 RTO

**CLOSE OUT DATE:** Open Until Filled

**POSITION TITLE:** Air to Air Shot Eval Officer (RTO)

**POSITION INFORMATION:** 10-23 August, Northern Lightning (3 positions available)

Desired skills:
- AIM-120 employment experience
- Shot Kill Familiarity
- Active Secret Clearance - Required

**AFSC:**
- 11F, 12F, 13B, 1C5D

NGB/Volk Field WI will pay Mandays, Perdiem/ lodging costs, and travel

**LOCATION:** Volk Field Counterland Training Center, WI

**WHO MAY APPLY:** Air National Guard Airman

Position POC: Maj Kalen Stoddard, kalen.e.stoddard.mil@mail.mil, DSN 871-1443
Funding POC: SMSgt Travis Skowronski, travis.d.skowronski.mil@mail.mil, DSN 871-1480

**Position Description (Duty Description):** Range Training Officers (RTO) acts as unbiased referee to assist in the air-to-air portion of a large force exercise with shot assessment and kill removal. The position
is generally filled by experienced fighter pilots or Air Battle Managers. RTO primary responsibilities are oversight of flight safety, facilitate training, provide real-time kill removal, and assist flight leads in mission reconstruction during debriefs.
The RTO’s provide realistic shot assessment based on range, target maneuvers, etc. Additionally they can provide “Fog of War” injects, if requested*, by applying Pk (Probability of Kill) ratios to a certain percentage of shots.


Member will be on T32 STO/STE days if not already a Technician or AGR.

Upper left corner: **APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS**

**Resume:** Not Required

**Physical Fitness Assessment:** Not Required

**AF Form 422 - Notice of AF Members Qualification Status:** Not Required

**vMPF RIP:** Not Required

**PCARS RIP:** Not Required

**1095 Day Analysis:** Letter with analysis of how many days performed during the last 1,460 days.

**TAG (or designated rep ATAG/CoS ) and Wing CC Acknowledgment required.**